MAKING A DIAGNOSIS: UNILATERAL ACUTE IDIOPATHIC MACULOPATHY

Careful consideration of history and symptoms directs the diagnosis in a patient with acute unilateral vision loss.
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Acute vision loss can stem from a variety of causes, some common and some rare, and it can lead to long-term visual consequences; therefore, it is important to establish a diagnosis in order to determine the appropriate course of action. In this article we report the case of a patient who presented with acute unilateral vision loss.

CASE REPORT
An 18-year-old woman presented with a chief complaint of 2 weeks of painless vision loss in her left eye (OS). She reported no subjective change in her right eye (OD). The patient was born in Cape Verde, and her ocular history included a diagnosis of solar retinopathy diagnosed 3 years prior to this presentation (Figure 1). Her medical history was significant for polycystic ovarian syndrome, which was being treated with medroxyprogesterone.

Baseline visual acuity before this presentation was 20/25 in each eye (OU). At this visit, her visual acuity OS had decreased to 20/400. Anterior segment examination was notable for an absence of inflammation. Funduscopic exam OD revealed focal hypopigmentation at the fovea consistent with the patient’s prior diagnosis of solar retinopathy (A). Fundus photo OS reveals a well-circumscribed central granular yellow lesion (B).

Figure 2. Fundus photo OD demonstrates focal hypopigmentation at the fovea consistent with the patient’s prior diagnosis of solar retinopathy (A). Fundus photo OS reveals a well-circumscribed central granular yellow lesion (B).

Figure 1. OCT of the patient’s right (A) and left (B) eyes 3 years prior to presentation. The presence of focal subfoveal ellipsoid defects led to a diagnosis of solar retinopathy at that time.

AT A GLANCE

- Sudden unilateral vision loss and spontaneous recovery associated with characteristic funduscopic and OCT changes in a young woman may be consistent with a diagnosis of unilateral acute idiopathic maculopathy (UAIM).
- Patients may report a preceding flu-like illness or more specific manifestations of coxsackievirus infection; coxsackie viral titers may help support a diagnosis in suspected cases of UAIM.
tomography (OCT) demonstrated a focal defect involving the outer retina and ellipsoid layer, which was stable from 3 years prior (Figure 3). Fundoscopic exam OS was notable for absence of any posterior segment inflammation and a circumscribed central granular yellow lesion (Figure 2B). OCT revealed disruption of the subfoveal ellipsoid layer, hyperreflective debris involving the outer retina and apical surface of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and a thickened choroid OS (Figure 4). Fluorescein angiography (FA) OS demonstrated early central hypofluorescence and parafoveal patchy hyperfluorescence without leakage (Figure 5). Electroretinography (ERG) demonstrated normal amplitudes OD and reduction of macular sensitivity OS.

MAKING THE DIAGNOSIS

Acute unilateral loss of vision with associated central RPE changes in a previously healthy young woman is most consistent with an inflammatory maculopathy. The differential diagnosis includes unilateral acute idiopathic maculopathy, acute macular neuroretinopathy, and the white dot syndromes, most notably multiple evanescent white dot syndrome (MEWDS).

When the patient returned for follow-up 1 week later, her visual acuity had improved to 20/60 OS without intervention. She was asked to return in 1 month but did not return until 6 months later, at which time her visual acuity had improved to 20/30 OS. On funduscopic exam, the central yellow lesion had improved (Figure 6). The patient’s OCT returned to baseline OS and was notable only for the focal outer retinal defect symmetric with her other eye and stable from her exam 3 years earlier (Figure 7).

The funduscopic and OCT findings in this case, along
MEWDS, like UAIM, is typically a disease that affects young, healthy people in a unilateral fashion and resolves without sequelae.

with the patient’s spontaneous recovery, led to a diagnosis of unilateral acute idiopathic maculopathy (UAIM).

HISTORY OF UAIM

Yannuzzi first described UAIM in a series of nine patients who experienced sudden, severe unilateral visual acuity loss followed by spontaneous resolution with near-complete recovery of vision.1 In that original series, visual acuity loss was preceded by a flu-like illness in seven of nine patients. Visual acuity on presentation is typically 20/200 or worse.1 Early funduscopic findings include unilateral circumscribed pigmentary changes, which may or may not be associated with a neurosensory retinal detachment. Jung and colleagues2 and Nicolo and colleagues3 reported cases in which a neurosensory retinal detachment was seen within 48 hours of symptom onset and improved over the first week. FA often reveals early irregular hyperfluorescence and may demonstrate late leakage or pooling in the setting of subretinal fluid.

DISCUSSION

The case described here demonstrates classic OCT findings seen in UAIM, with heterogeneous hyperreflective thickening at the level of the outer retina and RPE resulting in disruption of the ellipsoid layer.3,4 On OCT at follow-up, the outer retinal layers were restored, which corresponded with visual recovery.

UAIM has been previously associated with coxsackievirus infection, leading some authors to speculate whether this supposedly idiopathic maculopathy should be renamed coxsackievirus maculopathy.5 Patients may report a preceding flu-like illness or more specific manifestations of coxsackievirus infection such as hand, foot, and mouth disease; orchitis; or epididymitis.5,6 It is notable that our patient presented with vision loss during the summer. Jung and colleagues suggested that UAIM may be more prevalent in the summer and fall, corresponding to higher rates of coxsackievirus transmission.2 Although not done in this patient, checking coxackie viral titers may be helpful in supporting the diagnosis in suspected cases of UAIM.

WHEN TO CONSIDER UAIM

The funduscopic and OCT findings in our patient led to a diagnosis of UAIM. However, a number of atypical features should be noted, including the historical diagnosis of solar retinopathy, the lack of preceding viral illness, and the unremarkable FA. For this reason, other diagnoses were considered. It was suggested that the OCT findings might also have been consistent with MEWDS. However, given the lack of white dots, a diagnosis of UAIM was favored. MEWDS, like UAIM, is typically a disease that affects young, healthy people in a unilateral fashion and resolves without sequelae. In actuality, distinguishing between these inflammatory conditions that affect the RPE and/or choroid may be a matter of semantics.

The patient described above experienced sudden unilateral vision loss and spontaneous recovery associated with characteristic funduscopic and OCT changes in a young woman consistent with a diagnosis of UAIM. UAIM is a rare disease that should be considered in the differential diagnosis when evaluating patients with acute monocular vision loss.